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The following uniqueness theorem is proved for balanced subgroups of totally 
projective groups. Let B and B’ be balanced subgroups of reduced totally projective 
groups A and A’, respectively. If B and B’ have the same Ulm-Kaplansky 
invariants and if A/B g Al/B’, then B is isomorphic to B’. 
Totally projective groups (also known as third countable groups and 
simply presented groups) play an important role in the modern theory of 
abelian groups. We refer to [ 1, 21 for details and for notation and 
terminology not defined herein. A distinguished kind of subgroup is one 
called a balanced subgroup. Our objective in this paper is to prove a 
uniqueness theorem for balanced subgroups of reduced totally projective p- 
groups. Recall that a subgroup B of the p-group A is balanced if B is both 
isotype and nice in A, that is, if p”A n B = p*B and p”(A/B) = (p”A, B)/B 
for all ordinals CL Using known results (see especially [ 1, pp. 177-181 I), one 
can quickly verify the following. 
PROPOSITION. The class 9 of all balanced subgroups of reduced totally 
projective p-groups is closed with respect to direct sums, direct summands, 
and balanced subgroups. Moreover, if a is an ordinal, B E 28 if and only if 
both p”B and B/pnB belong to 9. 
Other than the preceding proposition and the obvious fact that 9 contains 
all the reduced totally projective p-groups, not much is known about what 
groups belong to 9. Since the uniqueness theorem proved in this paper for 
balanced subgroups of totally projective groups is not as sharp as my 
uniqueness theorem for totally projective groups [3], the following result is 
relevant-to say the least. 
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THEOREM 1 (Richman and Walker [5]). The class 9 of balanced 
subgroups of totally projective groups is larger than the class of totally 
projective groups. In other words, totally projective groups are not closed 
with respect to balanced subgroups. 
THEOREM 2. Let B and B’ be balanced subgroups of reduced totally 
projective groups A and A’, respectively. If B and B’ have the same Ulm- 
Kaplansky invariants and tf A/B z Al/B’, then B and B’ are isomorphic. 
Moreover, there is an isomorphism from A onto A’ that maps B onto B’. 
Proof: The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of the uniqueness 
theorem for N-groups [4]. For each ordinal a, let p”B [p] = S, 0 p”+ ‘B[p] 
and p”B’[p]=Sh@p n + ‘B’ [p]. The hypothesis that B and B’ have the 
same Ulm-Kaplansky invariants is equivalent to the existence of an 
isomorphism, for each a, 
that maps S, onto .Sh. By hypothesis, there is also an isomorphism d from 
A/B onto Al/B’, 
4: A/B -A//B’. 
Let g and %Y” be collections of nice subgroups of A and A’, respectively, 
that satisfy the third axiom of countability. 
Suppose that 7~: M H+ M’ is an isomorphism from a subgroup M of A 
onto a subgroup M’ of A ’ that preserves heights (computed in A and A ‘) and 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) M and M’ are finite extensions of C and C’, respectively, 
belonging to Q and g’, where 7c maps C onto C’. 
(2) o(m+B)=n(m)+B’ifmEM. 
(3) IfmEMands,ES,,then 
h,(m + s,) > a o h, .(x(m) + a,@,)) > a 
(where h,(x) denotes the height of x in A). 
Assume x E A is outside 05 M with px E M. We want to show that there 
exist y E A’ and an extension (M, x) - (M’, y) of K that continues to 
satisfy conditions (l)-(3). Since M is a finite extension of C, it is nice in A. 
Therefore, we may assume that x is proper with respect to M. Let hA(x) = A. 
As usual, two cases arise. 
Case 1. h,(px) > A + 1. Set h,,,(x + B) = ~1, and observe that I< 
~~co.ChoosewEA’sothat9(x+B)=w+B’.SinceB’isniceinA’,we 
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can assume that w Ep’A’. Since n(px) + B’ = PM’ + B’ and B’ is isotype in 
A’, there exists b’ E B’ for which n(px) = p(w + b’). Moreover, b’ can be 
chosen so that the following are true: 
(i) if J. < ,k h,4.(w + b’) > 1; 
(ii) ifl=p, h,,(w+b’)=k. 
If ,4 < ,u, there exists b E B such that x + b E p.‘+‘A. Since px and 
p(x + b) are contained in p’ ’ * A and since B is isotype in A, we conclude 
that x - s.~ E p *\+‘A for some s.t E S,. Obviously s,! must be proper with 
respect to A4 since x is. Condition (3) implies that a.,,(~,,) is proper with 
respect to M’. Let 4’ = MY + 6’ + a,(~~~) and notice that y has height exactly 1, 
is proper with respect to M’, satisfies 4(x + B) = JJ + B’, and 7c(px) = py. 
Extend n by mapping x onto y. We leave it to the reader to verify that the 
extension (M, x) % (M’, y) still satisfies condition (3) along with (2). We 
simply observe that either h,4(s, + x + m) > a or h, (a,(~,) + y + z(m)) > (r 
requires a < 1 since hA(x + m) < 1 and h,4 ,( y + z(m)) < A. Furthermore, if 
a < ,l the two are equivalent since x and y can be removed. The remaining 
case, where a = A, requires using h,(x - s.~) > 1 and its counterpart 
hA,(Y - OA(S.\)) > 1. 
Now consider the case that A = ,u. Set y = w + b’ and suppose that 4’ is not 
proper with respect to M’. Choose m EM so that y + x(m) E p,‘+‘A’. 
Observe that h,4,,(x + m + B) > 1 since g(x + m + B) = y + n(m) + B’. 
However, h,(m) = 1= h, #(n(m)) and h,(pm) = h, ,(n(pm)) > 1 + 1. Thus, x 
can be replaced by x + m. And the gain is that A < ,u, which has already been 
settled. Thus we may assume that y is proper with respect to M’. Moreover, 
we may assume that there is no m E M that satisfies h,4(x + m) = A with 
h,(p(x + m)) > A+ 1 and hAIB(x + m + B) > 1. This assumption is 
important in verifying that the extension of 7c satisfies condition (3). We 
claim that the extension (A4, X) - (M’, y) of 7c that maps x onto ~7 indeed 
does satisfy again all of the prescribed conditions. 
It should be clearly understood that if there exists m E M such that 
h,4(x + m) = 1 while h,(p(x + m)) > i + 1 then the following case does not 
arise even though h,(px) = 2 + 1 for the original choice of x, for we replace 
x by x + m. 
Case 2. h,(px) = 1 + 1. Choose w EpAA’ so that #(x + B) = w  + B’. 
Since 
r(px) + B’ = #(px + B) = pw + B’ 
and since B’ is isotype in A’, there exists b’ E p’B’ such that I = 
p(w + b’). Let y = w + 6’. The extension of z that maps x onto y is a height- 
preserving isomorphism from (M, x) onto (M’, v) that satisfies conditions 
(l)-(3)- 
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In all cases, we have constructed an extension 
(M, x> - CM’, Y> 
of T and continues to satisfy conditions (l)-(3). In particular, M’ #A ’ if 
Mf A. Due to the symmetry between A and A’, if we give equal 
consideration to 71-l we can obtain through a sequence of such local 
extensions a height-preserving isomorphism 7~: D -D’ that satisfies 
conditions (2) and (3), where D 2 M and D’ I> M’ are contained in @ and 
‘F’, respectively. It follows (by an application of Zorn’s lemma yielding a 
maximal C E 57) that x can be extended to an isomorphism A -A’ that 
still satisfies conditions (2) and (3) with A and A’ replacing M and M’. 
Since condition (2) implies that 7c maps B onto B’, the theorem is proved. 
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